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LINEAR STATISTICAL MODELS 
WITH CONSTRAINTS REVISITED 
LUBOMIR K U B A C E K 1 
(Communicated by Anatolij Dvurecenskij) 
ABSTRACT. In the practice, two classes of basic linear models with constraints 
occur, i.e., models with observations of a complete first order vector parame ter 
and models with observations of an incomplete first order vector parame ter. In 
the former class, the locally best linear unbiased es t ima tors are known explicitly. 
In the la t ter class, they are given by algorithms. 
In the paper, explicit formulae for these es t ima tors are given, the effects of 
constraints on the estima tors in the form of suitable projection operators correct-
ing estimators non respecting these constraints are investigated in both of the 
classes. 
I n t r o d u c t i o n 
Let Y be an n-dimensional random vector characterized by the class of 
distribution functions {F(- ,/3) : /3 £ V} possessing the properties 
E(Y\(3) = J udF(u,(3) = Xp, f3eV, 
Rn 
(the vector parameter /3 is called the first order parameter since it occurs in the 
first statistical moments) and 
Var(Y | / 3 ) = f (u - X/3)(u - X/3)' dF(u,/3) = E 
R n 
(independence of the covariance matrix of the first order vector parameter /3); 
in the following, the matrix !S is assumed to be known. 
Here W1 is an n-dimensional Euclidean space and X is a known n x k matrix 
and V is a linear manifold in Rfc . 
A M S S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n (1991): Primary 62J05. Secondary 62F10. 
K e y w o r d s : linear model with cons train ts, singular linear model. 
1 Suppor ted by the grant of the Slovak Academy of Sciences No. 366. 
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The described model is recorded as (Y, X/3, S ) , f3 E V . If V + Rk , then it is 
a model with constraints. The locally best linear unbiased estimator (LBLUE) 
/3 of /3 in the case V = Rk (without constraints) differs from the LBLUE /3 of 
(3 in the case V C Rh , V + Mfc . 
The aim of the paper is to investigate the effect of the constraints on /3 and 
to characterize it geometrically, i.e., by projection matrices. 
1. N o t a t i o n a n d auxi l ia ry s t a t e m e n t s 
Let A be a k x n matrix; M(A) = {Au : u G R n } is the column space 
of the matrix A and /Cer(A) = {u : Au = O} its null space. The norm of a 
vector y E IRn in an n-dimensional Hilbert space (Rn , || • | |w) > where W is an 
nxn positive definite (p.d.) matrix, is defined by the relation | |y| |w = ^/y'Wy 
(' means the transposition). If the norm in W1 is not specified, then W = I 
(identity matrix) . Pg denotes the projection matrix of the space (Kn, || • | |w) 
on the subspace M(Bn,s)] further M)Q = I — P ^ . 
The symbol Pg ' is used also in the case when W is only positive semidefinite 
(p.s.d.), when simultaneously M(B) C M(\N). 
The notation {5 ~ (/3, W) means that the mean value of the random vector 
/3 is (3 and its covariance matrix is W . 
If u E Mfc , A is a k x I matrix and W is a k x k p.s.d. matrix, then the 
symbol u _l_w .M(A) means u'WA = O. 
A generalized inverse (g-inverse) of a matrix A is denoted as A - (any ma-
trix satisfying the relation A A - A = A). A special kind of this inverse is the 
Moore-Penrose g-inverse denoted as A + (the matrix satisfying the relations 
AA+A = A, A+AA+ = A+, AA+ = (AA+)' and A+A = (AA+)'); the theory 
of g-inverses is given in [5]. 
If W is p.s.d., then the symbol P^ r (A)
 1S use& m t n e c a s e -M(A') C M(\N) 
(cf. the following lemma). 
LEMMA 1.1. Let W be an n x n p.s.d. matrix and A any k x n matrix 
satisfying the inclusion M(A' ) C M(\N). Then 
PSr(A) = I - W+A'(AW-A')~A = ( M r ) ' 
is a projection matrix on /Cer(A) in (Rn , || • | |w) and M^( a projection matrix 
in (RM|.| |W +). 
P r o o f . The matrix P = P)^r(/v) ^
s obviously idempotent and satisfies 
the relationships O = AP =S> M(P) C /Cer(A) and r (P) = Tr(P) = 
n - Tr[(AW" A')AW-A'] = n - r(A) = dim[/Cer(A)], thus M{P) = /Cer(A). 
Further W P = P ' W . 
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Analogously, M™+ = I - P ^ + , where P%+ = A ,(AW"A /)-AW+ is idem-
potent and satisfies the relationships A^(P^f ) = ./Vf(A') and W + P^f = 
(pw+)'w+. n 
Here r(-) and Tr(-) denote the rank and the trace of a matrix, respectively. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let B be any qxk matrix and W be any kxk p.s.d. matrix. Then 
(MB,WMB,)+ = { 
{ \N-1-\N-1B'(BW-lB')-B\N-1 if W is regular, 
W + - W + B ' ( B W - B ' ) - B W + if M(B') c M(W), 
(W + B'B)+ - (W + B'B)+B' 
[•[B(W + B'B)-B']~B(W + B'B)+ *" 9& 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to verify the properties of the Moore-Penrose 
g-inverse. D 
COROLLARY 1.3. If B and W are matrices from Lemma 1.2. then 
(MB,WMB,)+ = MB,(MB,WMB,)
+ = (MB,WMB,)+MB, 
= MB ,(MB ,WMB ,)
+MB , . 
LEMMA 1.4. Let W be an n x n p.s.d. matrix and A any kxn matrix. Then 
any matrix from the class 
^m(W) = {Am(W) : A A m(W) A = A> W A m(W) A = A ' ( A m(W)) ' W } 
has the property 
\/{y<EM(A)}V{xy: Axy = j/} { | |A^ ( W )y| |w < | | x y | | w , AA" ( W )H = y} . 
^rn(\N) Z5 the class of all such matrices. 
P r o o f . Cf. [5]. D 
LEMMA 1.5. Let W and A be matrices from Lemma 1.4. Then 
W - A ' ( A W - A ' ) - 6 .4"(W) if M(A')cM(\N) 
and 
(W + A'A)-A'[A(W + A'A)~A']" 6 .4~(W) in general. 
P r o o f . Cf. [5]. • 
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R e m a r k 1.6. The notations 
C = X ' £ X if M(X)cM(E), 
D = BC-B ' if M(B') c M(X') and M(X) C M(E), 
G = C + B'B, 
H = B G B ' , 
L =X ' (XC 4 X ' + XM B 'X ' )~X + B'B 
will be used in Section 2. 
The notations 
E = B 1 C B ' 1 + B2B2 if M(B'1) c M(X') = M(X"E~X), 
F = B 2 E B 2 , 
Di = B i C - ^ i if £ and X ' £ _ 1 X are regular, 
K = C + B'1MB2B1 , 
Q = X'(XC4X' + X M B ; M B 2 X ' ) " X + B i M B 2 B ! 
will be used in Section 3. 
2. Indirect observation of the complete first order 
vector parameter with constraints 
D E F I N I T I O N 2.1. Let Y ~ (X/3,S), /3 e V = {u : u e Rk , b + Bu = O} 
(a model of an indirect observation of the complete vector parameter (3 with 
constraints). This model is regular if r(Xn^) = k < n , r(Bq^) — q < k and 
r(^) = n. 
LEMMA 2.2. In the model from Definition 2.1 a linear function p((3) = 
po + p''(3. j3 G V. is unbiasedly estimable if and only if p G M(X', B'). 
P r o o f . Cf. [2; Theorem. 2.2]. • 
LEMMA 2.3 . Let W be a k 5< k p.s.d. matrix and X be any n x k matrix. If 
M(\N) = M(X'), then X'(X\N X)X = W . 
P r o o f . Let Fi^F^ be a spectral decomposition of the matrix 
x(xw-x)-x, 
i.e., F^Fi = I and 6 is p.d. Let JAJ' be spectral decomposition of the matrix 
W+, i.e., J'J = I = FiFi and A is p.d. The fact that M(Xf) = M(\N) 
implies that there exists a matrix U such that X' = JU and an orthogonal 
matrix Q such that Fi = J Q . The expression X ^ X W X ' j X is invariant with 
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respect to the choice of the g-inverse of the matrix W and also the matrix 
XW~X' ( <= yVt(X') = yVl(W)), and therefore, in the following, the matrix 
J A J' = W+ can be used instead of W~ . Thus 
X ' ( X W X ' ) - X = JU(U'J'JAJ'JU)U'J = JU(U 'AU)U 'J ' = Fi«Fi 
= JQ£Q'J' => Q6Q' = U ( U ' A U ) U ' is regular 
and 
A 2 Q £ Q ' A 2 = A 2 U ( U ' A U ) U ' A 2 
is regular and idempotent, i.e., 
A2Q6Q'AQ<5Q'A2 = A ^ Q ^ Q ' A ^ 
=^6Q'AQ6 = 6 => Q ' A Q = 6" 1 =-> 6 = Q'A1Q. 
Thus 
X ' ( X W X ' ) X = Fi<5F; = F i Q ' A ^ Q F i = J A 1 J ' = W . 
D 
LEMMA 2.4. Let X be an n x n p.s.d. matrix, X an n x k matrix, and B 
a q x k matrix. The matrices C i , C2, C3 and C4 are matrices given by the 
relationship 
s, x \ _ /Ci, <V 
X', O) \C3, - C 4 
Then a version of the matrix [ ( M g / X ' ) " , ^ ] is 
r 1' v -\ f 
A = (MB'X')- (XC4X')J
X[(X,)m(S) 
P r o o f . With respect to Lemma 1.4, it is necessary and sufficient to prove 
the validity of the following two relationships 
MB ,X'A'MB ,X' = MB,X' 
and 
SA'MB ,X' = X M B , A S . 
The validity of the first is obvious. 
With respect to the properties of the Pandora-Box matrix (cf. [4] and [1; 
p. 176]) 
XC3.2_i = X.C3X = X C 4 X , 
and C3 can be chosen as (X')~ ^ . Now 
SA'MB ,X' = S (X ' ) - ( S ) X' (M B ,X ' ) - ( X C 4 X , ) M B -X ' 
= XC 4 X' (M B ,X ' ) - ( X C 4 X / ) M B ,X ' , 
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what is, with respect to Lemma 1.4, a symmetric matrix. • 
This lemma characterizes geometrically the estimation in the sample space 
Rn . Let in the model from Definition 2.1, b = O and S be regular. Then the 
E-LBLUE of X/3 is 
XMB^CMB^X'^JV, 
where X M B ' ^ M B ' X ' ) ^ ^ ] is the projection matrix in (lRn,|| • HE- 1 ) on 
the subspace . M ( X M B ' ) - The resulting estimator can be obtained as a pro-
jection, by the projection matrix XMB> [ ( M B > X ' ) ~ , X C X , J , of the estima-
tor X[(X,)~/.SJ Y, which does not respect the constraints V. (The matrix 
X[(X,)~/-Sx] is the projection matrix on JV((X) in (R
n, || • | |s--) •) 
Corollary 2.7 characterizes geometrically the estimation in the case when (3 
is unbiasedly estimable. 
LEMMA 2,5. Let /3*, be within the model from Definition 2.1 any fixed solution 
of the equation b + B/3 = O. Then for each (3 € {u : b + Bu = 0} one has 
X/3 - XMB, [(MB,X')"(s)]'X/3 = X/3$ - XMB, [(MB,X')"(s)]'x/3*. 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to realize that /3 = /3Q + M B , K . • 
The notation Xu* is used for X/3* - XMB, [(MB,X')~ ( s )]'x/3* . 
THEOREM 2.6. In the model from Definition 2.1 
(i) the V-LBLUEofX(3 is 
X^ = XpLer(B)/3 + Xu*, 
where X/3 = X[(X')- ( S )] 'V (the V-LBLUE of X/3 in the model Y ~ 
(X/3,S), /3 G Rfe), /3 = [(X')- ( S )] 'V (one version of the V-LBLUE 
of (3 in the same model; if the model is regular, then there exists only 
one such estimator) and u* = — B~(L^b, 
(ii) 
u* eV = {u: b + Bu = 0 } and u* _LL /Cer(B), 
(ІІІ) 
Var(x/3 | s ) = X[(MB,LMB,)+ - MB,]X', 
Varfx/3|S) = X{[X'(.S + XX')~X]+ - l}X', 
Var̂ X/3 | s ) < L Var(X9 | S) 
( < L denotes the Loevner ordering p.s.d. matrices). 
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P r o o f . 
(i) Let /3n be any fixed solution of the equation b + B/3 = O, and Kg be a 
k x [k — r(B)] matrix satisfying the equality - M ( K B ) = /Cer(B) ( = M(M^,))t 
Then the model 
Y - X / 3 o ~ ( X K B 7 , S ) , 7 6 K
M B ) , 
is equivalent to the model from Definition 2.1, and X/3 = X/3o + X K B 7 - Thus 
Xfi = X/30 + XK B { [(XK B ) ']- ( s ) } '(y - Xpo). 
As .M(XKB) = .A/t(XMB,), then, with respect to Lemma 1.4, 
XKB {[(xKBy] ; ( s ) } ' = X M B ' { [(XMBO'] ; ( 2 ) } ' • 
In accordance with Lemma 2.4, 
Xfi = XMB, [(MB'X')-(xc4x0]'x[(X')^(-3)]
,y 
+ X{l-M B ,[(M B ,X ' ); ( X C 4 X , ) ] 'X}^ 0 . 
The expression M B ' [ ( M B ' X ' ) ^ ( X C 4 X ' ) ] * &
yes t ' i e whole class of matrices, how­
ever X M B ' [ ( M B ' X ; ) ~ ( X C X')J * *S °n*y o n e m a t r ^ x > w e sbow that it can be 
expressed in the form X P ^ ^ B ) • 
Let XP = X M B ; [C^B'X0m(XC4X')- X- According to Lemma 1.5, 
X P = X M B , [ M B , X
, ( X C 4 X ' + X M B ^ 
Lemma 1.2 implies 
X p = X M B , ( M B L M B )+(L - B'B) 
= XMB, [L
+ - L+B,(BL+B,)+BL+] (L - B'B) 
= XMB,p^e r(B)=Xp^e r ( B ). 
Thus 





= x{l-MB,[MB,X'(XC4X' + XMB,X')+XMB,] + MB,X'-
•(XC4X' + XMB'X')+x}/30 
= X{I - [L+ - L+B'(BL+B')+BL+](L - B'B)}/30 
= {X-X[L+L-L+B'B-L+B'(BL+B')+BL+L + L+B'(BL+B')+BL+B'B]}/30 
= [X - X + XL+B'B + XL+B'(BL+B')+B - XL+B'(BL+B')+BL+B'B]/30 
= XL+B'(BL+B')+B/30 = -XB-(L)fa 
since XL+L = X, BL+L = B and XL+B'(BL+B')+BL+B'= XL+B'. 
(ii) As b e M(B), obviously b + B(-B~b) = O. Further, /Cer(B) = M{\ -
B"B) and b = Bs for some vector s e R 5 ; thus 
u*L(l - B-B) = -b'(B^(L))'L + b'(B-(L))'LB-B 
= -S'B'(B;(L))'L(I - BB-) = -s'LB"(L)B(l - B-B) = O 
(cf. Lemma 1.4). 
(iii) Thanks to Lemma 1.4, for any n x k matrix A we have 
Var{A[(A')-(s)]'Y | s } = A[(A')-(S)]'S(A')"(S)A' 
= A[(A')-(S)]'{A[(A')-(S)]'}S = A[(A')-(S)]'S . 
Thus, Lemmas 1.4 and 2.4 together with (i) imply 
Var(x> | S) = XMB, [(MB<X')-(XC4X/)]'xC4X' 
= XMB, [MB,X'(XC4X' + XMBX')+XMB,] MB,X'(XC4X' + XMB,X')+XC4X' 
= X(MB,LMB,)+MB,X'(XC4X' + XMB,X')+(XC4X' + XMB,X' - XMB,X') 
= X(MB,LMB,)+X' - XMB,X'. 
The expression for Var(X/3 | S ) is given in [1; Theorem 5.2.5]. 
Furthermore 
O <L {l - XMB, [(MB,X')-(XC4X))]'}X[(X')-(S)]'S • 
•{'-(MB,X')- (XC4X/ )MB,X'} 
= Var{x[(X')-(s)]'Y | s } - Var{xMB, [(MB,X')-(S)]'V | s } ; 
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here the facts that X [ ( X ' ) ~ ( S ) ] '
S = XC4X' and 
X M B , [ ( M в , X ' ) m ( X c 4 X ' 
(Mв'X')m(xc4X' 
(x')- ( s ) ] 's 
(X')-(E)]'s(MB,X')m(XC4X,)MB,X' = XMB 
were utilized. • 
Corollaries 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 can be proved analogously. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let the model from Definition 2.1 be regular. Then 
(i) the Y.-LBLUE of (3 is 0, where 
X/3 = X/30 + PfMB, ( y - X/30) = X/30 + PgJ"
1 * ' 5 * (X/3 - X/30) 
= x[/30 + P
x ; ( r
x ^ l x r x ( / i -A,)] = X(u* + Pg^B)/!), 
/3 = C ^ X ' S - 1 y (toe V-LBLUE of (3 in the model Y ~ (X/3, S ) , /3 G Rk), 
(ii) /J = [I - C ^ B ' t B C ^ B ' ) - ^ ] ^ - C - ^ ^ B C - ^ ' ) - 1 ^ , 
(iii) u* = -C^B' tBC^B')- 1 .? e V, u* ±c /Cer(B), 
(iv) Var(/3 | s ) = C 1 - C ^ B ' D ^ B C - 1 = PC"1?' = PC"1 = C^P' , 
where C _ 1 = Var(/3 | S ) and P = P £ e r ( B ) • 
COROLLARY 2 .8. If X = I, then the model from Definition 2.1 represents a 
direct observation of an incomplete vector parameter with constraints (cf. [3]). 
If this model is regular, then /3 = Y, Var(/3 | S ) = S , /3 = P S e r ( B ) /3 + u*, 
PLr1(B) =
 | - S B ' ( B S B ' ) - l B ^ u* =-EB'(BEB')-- fc = - B - ^ . ^ b , H'GV, 
u* -LE-i /Cer(B). 
COROLLARY 2.9. T/ie Y.-LBLUE of X/3 m toe model from Definition 2.1 is 
(i) 
(ü) 
X0 = xp£ep(B)c-x'E-y + xu*, 
«* = - B m ( C ) 6 
if, simultaneously, M(B') C .M(X') and M(X) C -M(S) , 
X/3 = xp°Є ř. ( B )cx's- У + Xu* 
= XP<?ЄГ(B)G-X'S-У + XU* 
°* = - B m ( G ) Ь 
г/ ЛÍ(B') £ -M(X') and Лí(X) C MÇE). 
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THEOREM 2 .10 . Consider the estimators X/3 = X[(X')~ ( s ) ] ' Y, X P £ e r ( B ) / 3 -
X B - ( C ) b , X/3 = X G X ' S y - X G B ' b and XP£ e r ( B ) /3 - XG-B'H-fa from 
Corollary 2.8 (all these estimators are unbiased). Then 
(i) Var(X/3| S ) = XC-X ' , 
(ii) Var(X/3 | S ) = X G X ' - X G B ' B G X ' , 
(iii) Var(XP£er (B)/3 | S ) = Var(X/3 | S ) - X C B ' D - B C X ' , 
(iv) 
Var(XpGer(B)/§ | S ) = Var(XP<!er(B)/3 | S ) = XG"X' - XG"B'H-BG-X ' . 
Further, 
(v) Var(X/3 | S ) > L Var(X/3 | S ) > L Var(XP<?er(B)/3 | S ) , 
(vi) Var(X/3 | S ) > L Var(XP£er(B)/3 | S ) . 
P r o o f . It is an elementary task to prove the unbiasedness and the state-
ments (i), (ii), (iii), (iv) and the first inequality in (v). As far as the second 
inequality in (v) is concerned, obviously 
I >L B(B'B)B' >L B(C + B'B)B' = H . 
As .M(B) C yVf(H), the matrix B'H~B does not depend on the g-inverse and 
B'H~B > L B'B. The last inequality is implied by the following consideration: 
I > L H = > I > L R, where R = D i a g ( # M , . . . , Rq,q), H = QRQ', and Q 
is a proper orthogonal matrix. Here 1 > R{^ > 0, i = l,...,f/; thus R > L 
R2. As M(B) C yVl(H), there exists a matrix S such that B = HS . Thus 
B'B = S'H2S = S'QQ'H2QQ'S = S'QR2Q'S. Further B ' H B = S'HS = 
S'QQ'HQQ'S = S'QRQ'S, which implies B'B = S'QR2Q'S < L S'QRQ'S = 
B ' H B = • X G - B ' H - B G - X ' > L X G - B ' B G - X ' . 
(vi) is obvious. D 
3. Indirect observation of the incomplete first order 
vector parameter with constraints 
For a motivation of the problem, let us consider a simple geodetic network 
consisting of four points, which is constructed for a measurement of the recent 
crustal movement (see Fig. 1). 
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Figure 1. 
The parameters fa,..., fa (angles and distances) were measured directly 
according a design which prescribes to repeat n, times the measurement of the 
zth parameter (i = 1,. . . ,9). There was no possibility to measure the parameter 
(3\o, which is important from the point of view of the problem being solved. 
The measurement of angles fa, fa, fa, fa and fa is modelled by random 
variables Y{, i = 3,4,7,8,9, characterized by a class of probability distribu­
tions such that the mean value is E(Y{ \ fa) = fa and the known dispersion is 
Var(Yi) = $\. Analogously the measurement of distances fa , fa, fa and fa is 
modelled by the random variables Yj, j = 1,2,5,6, such that E(Yj \ fa) = fa 
and Var(F 7) = d2 +^^Vjj , where 1?2 and $3 are known parameters of the second 
order and VJJ a known number. (The measurements in the network considered 
were performed by one theodolit and one range finder.) 
The experiment is aimed to investigate the effect of recent crustal movements 
on the parameters fa , fa and fao. 
Let the design prescribe ni given in Table 1; 
І 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Пi 1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 2 
Table 1. 
the measurements in the network are modelled by a 14-dimensional random 
variable Y = (Y,,F2,Y3,uF3,2,F4,i,F4,2,F5,Y6,Y7A,F7,2,1^,F8,2,F9,j,F9,2)', 
E(Y\{3) = X/3W , Var( V | 0 ) = 0j V. + i?2V2 + i?3V3 , 
6 + B 1 A / 3 [ 1 ] + B2/3[2] = 0 , 
where X is a design matrix of the form 
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/ l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0\ 
Ҷ14,9) = 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 l) 
the 10-dimensional vector of the unknown parameters is split into two parts 
P[l] = P[la] + Ar%] =(/3la,/32a,/33a,/34a,/35a,/36a,/37a,/38a,/39a)/ 
+ (Aft, A/32, A/33, Aft, Aft, Aft, Aft , Aft, A f t ) ' , 
where fta , i = 1,..., 9, are the approximate values of the unknown parameters, 
fl[2] ~ /3io and Vi, V2 and V3 are diagonal matrices with diagonals 
diagVx = (0,0,1,1,1,1,0,0,1,1,1,1,1,1), 
diagV 2 = (1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
and 
diag V3 = (Un, U22, 0, 0,0,0, U55, U66,0, 0, 0, 0,0, 0), 
respectively. 
In the problem considered the parameters /3[i] = /3[la]+A/3[i] and /3[2] = fto 
must satisfy the conditions 
Ь + BiД/3[i] + B2/3 1 o--0, 
where 
b' = (p7a+(3Sa+(39a-7r, /33 a+/34 a-7r, 
n _ n Sin (37a n _n sin / 3 9 a n _n ____\ P5a P 6 a s i n / 3 8 a , P2a P6a s i n ^ 8 a , Pla P2a s i n p 3 a J , 
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Bi 
/o, o, o, o, o, 
0, o, 1, 1, o, 
1 °' o, o, o, 1, 
o, 1, o, o, o, 
V 1 ' 
sin /34a 
s in/3 З a 
n SІП /34 a COS ßзa 
> ^ 2 a s i n ^ / З З a ' 
ą c o s / З 4 a 
^ 2 a s i n Ø з a ' 
o, 
o, 1, 1, 1 
o, o, o, 0 
SІn/37d 
s i n / З 8 a ' 
SІП /39 a 
s in/3 8 a ' 
o, 
ű COS/Зтa 
^ 6 « s i n / З 8 a > 
o, 
o, 
/) SІП ßтa. COS / З 8 a 
^ 6 a SІП2 ßåa > 
/Э SІП ßga cos / З 8 a ^бa s i n / з 8 o , 
o, 
0 
n COS ßga 
PбaSÌIÌß8a 
0 
and B2 = (0 ,1,0,0,0) . 
3 
In the following, the covariance matrix IE = Yl ^i^i 1S supposed to be 
2 = 1 
known. 
DEFINITION 3 .1 . Let Y ~ (X/3 i ,£) , 
/3 = ( j ^ ) G V = { ( J ) • «^R f c l , ^ R f c 2 , b + B n j + B2v = o j , 
where fa is a g-dimensional vector and the matrices Bi and B2 are of the type 
q x k\ and q x k2, respectively. It is a model of an indirect observation of an 
incomplete first order vector parameter j3\ with the constraints V . This model 
is regular if r(Xn?fcl) = kx < n , r (Bi , B2) = q < ki + k2, r (B2) = k2 < a, and 
r (E ) = n . 
LEMMA 3.2. Let Bi and B2 be any qxk\ and qxk2 matrices, respectively. 
Then 
K^M-M(%£ 
> 2 , V , B _ 
P r o o f . 
^(B . .B.) = M ( M ( g ) ) . ('_-«,«-»;• ,-_
B_,VB_, 
where R = BiB'_ + B2B'2 . Thus 
M ( I - B ' _ R - B ! , - B ' _ R B 2 ) 
= .M(l - B'_R-B_, B'_R-B2(B'2RB2)-B_R-B1) 
= M(\ - B iR-Bj + B'_RB2(B'2R-B2)B'2R-B1) 
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since both matrices I - B iR-Bi and B , 1 R-B 2 (B^R-B 2 )~B^R-B 1 are p.s.d. 
(cf. [5; p. 122]). Further 
^ ( M B i M B 2 ) = M[\ - B Í M B ^ M ^ R M B J + M ^ B ! ] 
= M[\- B Í R B ; + B Í R - B ^ B ^ R - B ^ - B ^ R - B ; ] . 
Analogously, .yVÍ(-B'2R-BÍ, I - B2R-B2) = A 4 ( M B 2 M B ). D 
LEMMA 3.3. In the model from Definition 3.1, 
X M B i M B 2 [ ( M B i M B 2 X ' ) ~ ( s ) ] 
r — I ' r 
= X M B / M B 2 [ ( M B ; M B 2 X
, ) m ( X C 4 X / ) j x [ ( x ' ) m ( s ) J 
where C4 is given in Lemma 2.4. 
P r o o f is analogous to that of Lemma 2.4. 
LEMMA 3.4. In the model from Definition 3.1, a linear function 
p(/3i,/32) =Po + p[Pi + P2P2 , ( ^ ) e V, 
is unbiasedly estimable if and only if 
И(SS)-
D 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to substitute in Lemma 2.2 the matrix (X, 0 ) for X 
and the matrix (Bi, B2) for B. D 
THEOREM 3.5. In the model from Definition 3.1, 
(i) the X-LBLUE of X(3X is 




, v/3i + Xu*, 
/ C e r ( M B 2 B 1 ) ^ 
where & = [ ( X ' ) ' ( S ) ] V and u* = - ( M B 2 B i ) - ( Q ) M B 2 b , 
u*G{u: M B 2 fa+M B 2 BiU=o} , u* ±Q ICer(MB2B1) , 
Var(X/3i I S) = X{ [X'(S + XX')~X] + - l}X' = XC4X', 
Var(x^i | S ) = X [ ( M B , I M B 2 Q M B , I M B 2 )
+ - M B , I M B 2 ] X ' , 
Var(x5i I S) <L Var(X/3i | S ) . 
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P r o o f . If Ki, K2 are k\ x r and fc2 x r matrices with the properties 
/Cer(Bi, B2) = Al ( j ^
1 j and r = k\ + k2 — r(Bi, B2), respectively, then the 
model from Definition 3.1 is equivalent to the model 
Y - X / 3 l i 0 ~ ( X K 1 7 , . - ) , 7 e R
r ; 
here /3ij0 is any fixed solution of the equation b + Bi/3i}0 + B2/32j0 = O. Thus 
* § = X^i,0 + * K ^ = X/3i,0 + XKi [ ( K i X ' J ' ^ j V - X/3i,0). 
By Lemmas 3.2, 1.4 and 3.3 we obtain 





= XMBiMB2 MBiMB2X'(XC4X' + XMBiMB2X')-XMB'1MB2 
•MB'1MB2
X,(XC4X' + XMB ,MB 2X')-X[(X')- ( S )]
, 
= X(MB'1MB2QMBiMB2)
 + MB i M B 2 (Q-
B iMB 2




D Further we continue analogously as in the proof of Theorem 2.6 
THEOREM 3.6. Let p(/3i,/32) = p[(3i + P2/32; ( g
1 J e V, be an unbiasedly 
estimable function in the model from Definition 3.1. Then 
(i) the H-LBLUE of the function p(-) is 
K/O2) = (Pi - P2B+Bl)P2er(MB2Bl) [(




= (PÍ " P 2




P r o o f . 
(i) With respect to Lemma 3.4 the function p(-) is unbiasedly estimable if 
and only if there exist vectors u £ W1 and I / G R 9 such that px = X'u + B[v, 
p2 = B'2v; thus 1/ = (B'2)+p2 = (B+)'p2, u'X = p[ - p
f
2B^B1 and 
Pifii + P2P2 = u'Xj3i + • ( B i f t + B2/32) = (pi - p^B+BO/3! - p^B+b. 
The E-LBLUEof ( p i - ^ B + B O / 3 1 - p ^ B + b , (jjfj) E V, is 1S 
(pi-p^B+B^P0 , A 
\ri r2 2 ÍJ K e r ( M | | a B l ) 
(x')-(S)]V-p2 в+ь. 
(ii) With respect to Lemma 3.3 and (i) 
Var 
further 
p(/02) I S] = « 'XM B ; M B 2 [ (
M B ; M B 2 X ' ) m ( X C 4 X / ) ] XC4X'o; 
х м в ; М в з [ ( м в ; м В 2 Х ' ) т ( Х С 4 Х / ) ] х с 4 х ' 
X M B ; M B 2 ( M B ; M B 2 Q M B ; M B )
+ 
- M B ; M B 2 X ' ( X C 4 X ' + X M B ; M B 2 X ' )
+ X M B ; M B 2 X ' 
м в ; м в X ' 
= x [ ( M в ; M в 2 Q M в ; M ß 2 )
+ - M в ; мE 
X'. 
D 
THEOREM 3.7. Let the model from Definition 3.1 be regular and fa be the 
2,-LBLUE of fa in the model Y ~ (Xfa, S ) , fa G Rfel . 
(i) The D^LBLUE of fa in the model B/3i + b ~ (-B202,Di), i* 
4 2 = -F-
1 B 2 E-
1 (Bi/3i + fa); 
(ii) the Y>-LBLUE of fa in the model from Definition 3.1 is fa = fa; 
(iii) the H-LBLUE of fa in the model from Definition 3.1 is 
= ( C - ^ E - ' B ! + C ^ B i E - ^ F - ^ E ^ B j ) / ^ 
- (C^B'iE-1 - C-1B/1E-
1B2F-
1B^E-1)i> 
= (I - C - ^ i E - ^ i ^ B O A - C - ^ i E ^ M l ; 1 ! , ; 
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(iv) the Yi-LBLUE of ( ff ) in the model from Definition 3.1 is 
where 
- B 2 E
- 1 f t ; 
->(ІЫï)-*(ť-ïЫï)-
P = piкUвuв2y W = (§,?)> "* = -C-^BÌE-Ч., v* = 
êЛ=p(? 
љ) ^ 
( U * ) G V = | ( ° ) : 6 + B I U + B2I^ = O } , ( " ^ L ^ / C e r ^ B , ) ; 
- ( f t ) I *)-(&&)• 
where 
Vi,i = C" 1 - C ^ B ^ E " 1 - E - ^ a F ^ B ^ E - ^ B i C - 1 
= C"1 - C - ^ U M B ^ M B J + B X C - 1 , 
V1 > 2 = - C -
1 B / 1 E -
1 B 2 F -
1 = V ^ 1 , 
V2,2 = F
1 - I . 
P r o o f . With respect to [4] or [1; Section 5.3], the E-LBLUE of (Q1) can 
be obtained as a solution of the problem to minimize the function 0(u, v) = 
(Y - X i i J ' E - ^ y - Xu), u <E Rkl , under the side condition b + BiU + B2v 
= O. The auxiliary function of the Lagrange procedure is &(u,v) = 
(y-Xti) / S- 1 (V-Xu)-2A / (b-r-B 1 u-r-B 2 »/) (the vector of the indefinite Lagran­
ge multipliers is A). By a standard procedure we obtain: C01 — X V ' S "
1 V — B^A 




- 1 X ' S - 1 Y + C- 1B' 1A 
D i , B 2 \ / A \ / - 0 - B i C ^ X ' S ^ Y 
B2, Oj\pJ { O 
D i , B 2 
B 2 , O 
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is regular in a consequence of the assumption on the regularity of the model. 
With respect to the theory of the Pandora-Box matrix (cf. [4] and [1; p. 176]) 
D l , B 2 V /
/ (MB 2 D 1 M B 2 )+ , (B_ ) - ( D I ) \ 
B2, Oj { ((B'2)-(Di))', -[(B'2)- ( D i )] 'D l(B2); ( D i )J • 
As M B 2 B 2 = O, the matrix ( M B 2 D I M B 2 )
+ can be rewritten as ( M B 2 E M B 2 )
+ 
Because of M(B2) C -M(E), we can write (cf. Lemma 1.2) ( M B 2 D I M B 2 ) + = 
E" 1 — E - 1 B 2 F -
1 B 2 E " 1 . In the last relationship all the inverses exist because 
of the regularity of the model. Further, (B2)~ , D . = (B2)~ ,£v, and thus 
( B ^ - ( D l ) =
 E ~ l B 2 F " 1 - F i n a l l y 
[(B.)- (E)] 'D1(B2)- (E ) = F - ^ E - ^ E - B2B'2)E-
1B2F-
1 = F 1 - I 
Thus A = - ( M B 2 D 1 M B 2 ) + ( 6 + B i ^ ) and 




C - B ; ( M B I D 1 M B , ) + B 1 _ ( M | : ^ ) ' _ PC_,B ; M B I __, _ p c ^ , . 
and 
C - 1 B ' 1 ( M B 2 D 1 M B 2 ) + = (MB 2B1)- ( C ) = C-
1B'1E-
1M|;1 , 




1B1ß1=ß2 ' 2 
(the E-LBLUE in the model Bi/3i + b ~ ( -B 2 /3 2 , B i C ^ B ; = Di) ) . 
As the matrix B2 is of the full rank in columns, the parameter /32 in 
the model Bi/3i + b ~ (—B2/32, B1C"
1B /1) is unbiasedly estimable and the 
Di-LBLUE is / 3 2 . Here it is necessary to remark that the matrix Di need not be 
regular, however the matrix E = Di + B2B'2 is regular in consequence of the as-
sumption on the regularity of the model. The relationship (B2)~ , D . = (B2)~ (E) 
is utilized as well. By this, (iii) is proved. 
With respect to Lemma 1.1, 
(*) _ / l - C ^ B i E ^ B x , - C - ^ E ^ B , 
rKer(BltB2) ~ y -B^E^Bi, I - F 
where (*) = ( Q ' . J. If we compare expressions for (31, /32 and / 3 2 , we obtain 
the statements in (v). 
Now it is easy to prove the other statements and therefore their proofs are 
omitted. • 
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COROLLARY 3.8. If in the regular model from Theorem 3.7, X = I, г.e., if a 
model of a direct observation of an incomplete vector parameter with constraints 
is under consideration (c/. [3]), then 
ßi = Y, / І 2 = -FГ
1B2EГ
1(B/31 + Ь) = /3 2 , 
where 




and Ei = BiSBÌ + B2B£, Fi = B^Ej^Bг, etc. 
R e m a r k 3.9. If the vector parameter ßi in Theorem 3.7 is a nuisance one, 
then, with respect to (ii), ß2 can be obtained in a simpler way saving simultane-
ously the numerical labour. Further, the statement (iv) from Theorem 3.7 is of 
great importance for obtaining the equivalent algorithms necessary for checking 
the numerical reliability of the estimation. 





P L ( M B , B 0
S S , - C " B i ( M B - E M B - ) " B l ' 
U * = - C - B Í ( M B 2 E M B 2 ) - 6 ; 
(") 
u* ±c!Cer(M B 2 B 1 ), u* <= {u : M B 2 b + M B . B Í U = O} ; 
(iii) the BiC'B'i-LBLUE of (32 in the model 
B^§Í + b ~ (-B2/32, Dx = BiC-Bl) 
%s 
h = -(B'2E-B2)-B^E-(B^i + b) ; 
(iv) one version of /32 is /32 ; 
(v) 








,(*) t.-C-BÍE-Bx, -C-BiE-Ba 
Ker(B1;B2) ^ - B 2 E - B i , l - B ' 2 E - B 2 
- C B i E b , v^ = -B'2E~b, 
(vi) 
( ^ ) + w / C e r ( B 1 , B 2 ) , {"*) *
 V = {(i) : 6 + B l M + B 2 „ = o | 
The proof can be performed analogously as in Theorem 3.7. 
COROLLARY 3.11. Let [ V ) be the estimator from Corollary 3.10. Fben 
W 
Var ?-A S = 
( м в i м в C M B Ì M - )
+ , - C + B ; E - B 2 F + 
F+B2EB!C+, F+-F+F 
P r o o f . With respect to (i) and (iv) from Corollary 3.10, 
"k Var 
ßг 
S = Var 
(Mg+MB2)'C-X'S- ^ y 
F + B 2 E B i C X ' S -
As 
and 
(Mg + M B 2 )'C+CC+M^ M B 2 =C+Mg: M B 2 = ( M B , M B 2 C M B i M B 2 )
 + 
-F + B 2 E-B!C
+ CC + Mg + M B 2 
= - F+B'2E-B!C+[I - B ' 1 M B 2 ( M B 2 B 1 C - B ' 1 M B 2 ) + M B 2 B 1 C + ] 
= -F+B'2E-B1C+, 
we can finish the proof in the obvious way. 
Here the facts .M(BiMBa) C M(X') = M(C), P
c , , = ( M £ + ) ' 
/CerllVlg Di I i B2 
and FF+ = F+F =?> F+FFF+ = F+F were utilized. D 








 = ' - к-в'1мB2(Mв2в1к-в'1мB2)+мB2в1, 
/ i j ^ к - x ^ s - y - к - в i M в . ь , 
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V'{(&) e {(") : * + Bi« + B-v = o}} 
'E(X^ I t3up2) = X/3i and ^ ( B J I | /3I,/32) = Bxft 
u* = - K - B U M B ^ K - B X M B J + O ; 
(ii) u*i_K /Cer(MB2B!), u* G { u : MB 2b + MB aBiU = O} , 
(iii) the Ti-LBLUE of any unbiasedly estimable function p(/3],/32) = po + 
pi/3i + P2/32, ( j | ) ev,is 
p002)=Po + (pi-P^BJB1)4i-(pi-p2BjB1)K-BiMBab-p^B-b. 
The proof can be established analogously as for Theorems 3.7 and 3.5. 
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